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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
On October 6th a delegation from IAML(UK) broke new groundby calling on Mr. Neil MacFarlane M.P., the Parliamentary UnderSecretary at the Office of Arts, Libraries & Museums who wasaccompanied by a senior civil servant with particular responsibilityfor library matters. Our delegation comprised Susan Clegg, MalcolmJones, Alan Pope, Brian Redfern, and myself.
After a general introduction to the work of IAML, the matterscovered were:-
a) Desirability of future appointments to the Library AdvisoryCouncil including a person with a background in music librarian-shipb) Improvements needed in the British Library's services for music(comparisons were made with the service for books); this was afollow-up to the branch paper to the Select Committee on Edu-cation, Science & Artsc) Lack of government financial support for the internationalactivities of the branch (we stressed that our position comparedunfavourably with that in many foreign countries)d) Effect of present cuts in public expenditure, and evidence thatmusic libraries (in some areas at least) were bearing a dispropor-tionate share of the cuts
We are invited to keep in regular touch with the Office of Arts & *Libraries on these and other topics. That is valuable and the long- **term action needed will be considered by the Branch Committee. **The most important short-term task is to step-up our monitoring *of cuts so that we can exploit this direct link with the O.A.L. Will .**members in public libraries (and in college or academic libraries, if *applicable) please send well-documented reports on the effect ofcuts in their own service, and include particularly a note on whether **the music library is being treated on a par with other departments *or is being singled out for heavier cuts. THESE REPORTS SHOULD **BE SENT AS SOON AS POSSIBLE to the Chairman of the Branch *Sub-Committee on Local Authority Cuts (Miriam Miller, BBC **'Music Librarian, Yalding House, 156 Great Portland Street, *London W1)

John May
************************************************************
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RECOLLECTED IN TRANQUILLITY:

Some impressions of the IAML 12th Congress, IASA 11th Annual Conference,Cambridge 3-8 August 1980
Kenneth F. Wilkins

This was my first experience of an international conference and, being usedto the three days of national conferences, I found a full week exhausting.The fact that the conference was in Britain and that I had been commissionedto record my impressions for Brio has probably given me a distOrted view.Foreign delegates could easily slip away from commissions and lectures tovisit places of interest in and around Cambridge — British delegates had nosuch excuse.My exhaustion wasn't helped by the journey to the conference on theSunday. Organizers please note — no conference delegate should be asked totravel in Britain on a Sunday! Line closures and workings abound and oppor-tunities for the sustenance of the inner man are non-existent. Thank good-ness it had been arranged that delegates should attend St. John's College forChoral Evensong. It was refreshing to be able to sit back and let this peculiar-ly English form of worship wash away the pressures of a Sunday journey.Now to the conference! I should like to begin by quoting, not necessarilyverbatim, two statements which have coloured my thinking.
'I'm not sure if this is of interest to an international gathering'. (Miss Eve-lyn van Kamm during a talk on Library furniture in music and recordlibraries in the Netherlands).
'We faced similar problems about three years ago. Each country needs toformulate its own solutions in relation to its own conditions'. (Americanlibrarian after the Public Libraries Commission session on the interna-tional economic crisis and. public music libraries).

I am sure that the established international organisations, e.g. RILM andRISM are filling a distinct and necessary role in international documentation.Was I unlucky in the commissions I attended? I had the impression in mostthat the international side was being followed because it was an internationalconference and not because it was arising naturally from any deeply felt orarticulated need.In many commissions reports were given on supposed issues of interna-tional importance. Many of these issues were continued from previous yearsand, as a newcomer, I felt that very little had been done in the interveningmonths. In some cases the bases of the information required for projectswhich had been agreed in past years were being questioned. In others itappeared that no criteria for the evaluation of the information had beenestablished. In yet others reports were given of national practices, but nodecisions were reached as to whether or not there should be some agreementon international practice.In fairness, some of these difficulties arose from lack of time in the com-missions and it would seem that more documentation for delegates to bringnewcomers up-to-date in the commissions and to remind old-hands what hasbeen done and should be done, would enable all to take a fuller part in the
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proceedings and result in more effective work being done.Like Miss van Kamm, I questioned the relevance of some lectures. Am Iodd in that the bulk of my stock, as a music librarian, is held in the form ofsheet music? Am I also odd in finding it strange that I should listen to a lec-ture on the new Bliss classification and not hear how to classify music, or isthe classification of music, as opposed to music literature, so simple as to bealmost unnecessary?Leaving aside receptions, although the one given by Macmillan to intro-duce/defend the New Grove was worthy of note in that we heard the amazinginformation that the new edition was to be delivered first in the U.S.A. andlater in Britain, Elizabethan Feast at King's College, concerts and other socialevents where friendships were made and renewed and common problemscould be aired: what were some of the memorable items in the conference?There was, of course, the magnificent organisation from the UK Branchthat we have come to expect from our own national conferences. There wasonly one hiccup as far as I was concerned and that on the first day whenhelpers and resident staff had not fully settled down together.Sir Leslie Martin is the architect for the proposed new building for theRoyal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama and the conference gave methe opportunity to look daily at the new and as yet unfinished CambridgeMusic School and to hear a concert in their fine concert hall. With the simp-lest materials he has provided an elegant, but at the same time functionalmusic school.There was the opportunity to listen to some excellent speakers fromabroad. To hear French spoken by Catherine Massip of the Bibliotheque Na-tionale was a privilege and it was easy to understand the reason for it becom-ing the diplomatic language. Most impressive, too, was a talk in German byEckehard Baer of the Deutsches Musikarchiv on filing rules designed forcomputer manipulation. It is hoped to print this talk in Fontes, for all willbenefit from this born teacher who, with a minimum of examples, explainedclearly a complex subject in terms that even this linguistically incompetentEnglishman could understand.Another impressive event was the screening on two evenings of Notes on alandscape, a documentary on Australian composers produced by the Austra-lian Information Centre. This was a fine achievement (not even the disappear-ing and reappearing ladies could detract from the beauty of Ann Bond's itemfor women's choir) by an organisation without adequate funding; and indeedthe achievement of all the Music Information Centres was an object lesson tous in these times of cuts. Most MICs have to go out and search for their fund-ing, and this exercise is a regular part of the music librarian's task in America.Perhaps we in Britain should be thinking of supplementing our, mainly pub-lic funded, income by the same means, thus making a stronger case for thecontinuing existence of music libraries and bringing them to the notice ofmore people.The final test of the success of a conference must be the answer to thequestion: would you go again? Certainly, if I can persuade my Board of Gov-ernors that it is worth the expense, I shall hope to attend at least one con-ference abroad, if only to achieve a more balanced view of the benefits ofinternational gatherings.
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Timothy Eckersley 1914-1980

Tim Eckersley, a familiar figure to all who have attended the IAML/IASAconferences, died in October. Over the last few years, he became particularlyinterested in linking his photographic ability with the work of IAML, so dida considerable amount in extending the activities of RIdIM in this country.At Cambridge, he was very keen on promoting this activity, so we agreed toinclude a session on it in the Branch's 1980/81 programme. I discussed thematter again with him on what turned out to be the day before he went intohospital. He regretted then that he would be unable to attend the meetinghimself: I did not realise why at the time, but he obviously did. A memorialservice was held at St. James' Church, Piccadilly, on 6th November; IASA'sPresident gave the following address. C . B .
Timothy Eckersley came to Amsterdam in 1969 for an Annual Meeting ofthe International Association of Music Libraries. We met there for the firsttime and we both became involved in the establishment of IAML's sister-organisation, the International Association of Sound Archives. After a fewyears Tim served the new organisation as its second President — a remarkablepreseident with strong views and at the same time a great diplomat in thebest sense of the word. After finishing his term he stayed on as Vice-Presidentbut left the floor to younger members of the Executive Board, acting himselfas a wise councillor for all of us who needed advice and help. At the recentAnnual Meeting of IAML and IASA in Cambridge Tim was appointed Hon-orary Member of IASA and it was my pleasure as President to present himwith that mark of honour: the finishing touch of his career in the Associationand a small token of esteem and gratitude for his great contribution to theworld of sound archives and oral history. So far a few facts, no more thanthe outline of a life in which professional and personal interests were so inter-twined that many of his colleagues from abroad became his friends.Meeting Tim was indeed a highly personal experience, a pleasure — at firstsimply gratifying, soon after something of the greatest value. He nearly al-ways made the impression of just being cheerful and full of zest for living.However, behind the outside came a deep understanding of cultural values; awide knowledge of English and foreign literature, a great interest in photo-graphy and in music, but above all an uncommonly sympathetic approach tothe other person, a kind of approach which never came from sheer curiosity,but which had its origin in a feeling of living together, of really sharing hislife with family and friends.A friendship across borders is seldom a matter of great frequency. We metoccasionally in London or elsewhere, at a business meeting, at a conferenceor just during a holiday in Great Britain. The last time some of us met Timwas in Cambridge where IAML and IASA convened in an atmosphere highlyin accordance with his own cultural and scientific interests. His health haddeclined but his mind was with us as before. It seemed as if he was oncemore in search of everything that the meeting could offer him like goodcompanionship, lectures, discussions and little parties where he obviouslyenjoyed being in the centre of attention, full of anecdotes, and with that
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special kind of humour which was one of his characteristic qualities. I keephim in mind as he was during that conference. Penelope and the childrenmust know that Tim has meant so much to all of us in our internationalcircle of sound archivists, of oral historians, of musicians and musicologists,of antropologists and librarians, and above all of his personal friends. We lostindeed a very dear friend. Rolf Schuursma

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MUSIC LIBRARIANS
CAMBRIDGE 4TH AUGUST 1980

Talk to the Public Libraries Commission by Daphne Kennard, Music Adviser,Disabled Living Foundation, England. Books, resource papers, examples oflarge print music, Braille music and one-handed piano music were exhibited.
INTRODUCTIONLast year at Salzburg I gave people in the Public Libraries Commission somesuggestions to contemplate in the hope that they would be stimulated toaction. During the last quarter of an hour this morning I shall be delighted tohear of developments.Next year is International Year of Disabled People. The aim is to ensure thatall disabled people have the same opportunities as everyone else and the rightkind of provision is made in every aspect of their lives.This year I will tell you of developments during the past year and shall askloth of questions to bring points to your mind so that you can start planningfor International Year of Disabled People in your libraries. I will identifyprogress in the different kinds of handicap and then speak more generally.
PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
Hand/Arm Difficulties
Developmentsupdating one-handed piano list.a. Many items are now out of print, making those in libraries veryimportant.b. Several librarians I have spoken to did not know whether they hadany because there was no separate cataloguing. However, in thenew Dewey Schedule, due out at the end of the year, there is pro-vision: 781.476 Left Hand Techniques781.477 Right Hand Techniquesc. I am in the process of writing to all public and music college lib-raries in the country to discover what they have, in order to makea libraries section in the new list.production of a one-handed recorder in Japan.
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A stroke sufferer read an article about one-handed recorders in theRecorder Magazine and wrote asking me about it. Having written tothe Zen-On Music Co. in Tokyo, a reply is awaited. (Subsequentlyto the meeting news has been received that the company will makerecorders to measure if given drawing of hand(s) with details offingers missing etc. Approximate price in United Kingdom £100(+/- 25%) and three months delivery time from receipt of order inJapan.)A new American publication - Clinically adapted Instruments forthe Multiply Handicapped — details below.In collaboration with a music teacher in special schools and anoccupational therapist, a start has been made on a booklet formusic teachers of the physically handicapped. It is designed tohelp teachers cope with difficulties such as knowing the best wayfor a person with cerebral palsy to sit so that he/she can sing.

QuestionsDo you know what one-handed music is available in your library and whereit is shelved?Are you knowledgeable on electric pianos and organs? The light touch neededenables people with weak hands or fingers to play. One hand with pedalsplaying sounds good. If you have a hook instead of a hand you can press abutton with that and produce a rhythmic accompaniment. A delightfulexperience for me was a young man of 19, mentally handicapped, who readand played the slow movement of the New World Symphony with his righthand and selected a bossanova rhythmic accompaniment with his left! Forvery severely physically handicapped people do you have links with elec-tronic engineers who can help with aids for controlling cassette players andwho are familiar with unusual sound producing instruments, synthesizers etc?Are there tables and/or book rests about in your library? It is difficult tohold a book and turn over with only one hand!
Walking Difficulties/ChairboundDevelopmentsIt is very important to share knowledge in this kind of work and I wasdelighted to receive from a hospital in New Zealand plans of a Piano Pedal-ling Device which they had made for one of their patients.
QuestionsThinking about your own library is there parking near, especially at busytimes?Can these people get into the building?Can they get round the library?Can they get at the catalogues?Can they see the titles and reach books, music and records?Are seats available?Is there sufficient space for a wheelchair to manoeuver all round the library?
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BLIND

Music is very important to many blind people. (At this point the tape ofSound the Trumpet by Purcell was played. The duet was performed by twoblind singers, John Sinfield and John Busbridge.)
Developmentsbraille music is very important to those 10% of blind people thatcan read it.John Henry, a blind professional harpsichordist, has been awardeda Churchill Scholarship in the United Kingdom. He aims to gatherinformation about the availability of braille music internationallyand he is off to the United States of America this week. He wasdelighted to receive the information that I had gathered about theprovision of music for the blind in Holland at last year's IAMLConference.
QuestionsDo you know who stocks braille music in your country and what they stock?Are catalogues available in print and in braille?Is it possible to have titles on record covers in braille or in raised Dymo tape?Have you on tape a summary of the layout of your library facilities availableto lend to a blind borrower?
PARTIALLY SIGHTED
(A tape recording of a band from a school for partially sighted children inNorfolk, England, was played here.)
DevelopmentsThere is a great need for help to enable partially sighted people tosee music. I am working with the Partially Sighted Society on aproject related to this. We have been working for 17 months andexploring avenues very thoroughly. We have discovered a few books,but we have confirmed that enlarging single copies of music is veryexpensive. It costs £2.00 a side. But experiments are continuing,and the Music Publishers Association is being very co-operative.We are finding various sizes of manuscript paper. Theatre orchestrastands with lights on top are useful, and other people have sharedtheir designs for adapting music stands.The organisations in the United Kingdom dealing livith visuallyhandicapped people are delighted that somebody outside the visu-ally handicapped world is trying to do something about this problemthat has been with them for a very long time. (By the time thisscript is published a new Resource Paper, namely, MP 14 — Infor-mation on Music for Partially Sighted People — will be available inboth normal and large print from the Disabled Living Foundation.)A visit to the Royal National College for the Blind enabled me tosee in action a closed circuit television with a camera attached.This meant that music could be enlarged many times to suit theneeds of the musician watching the TV screen. It was very valuable
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while the music teacher was there, because she could move themusic as the player progessed. They are now designing a systemwhereby the music will move on its own, leaving the musician cap-able of playing without another person there. The Royal NationalCollege for the Blind is very willing to try out any new ideas thatwe have, which is essential in pioneer work of this kind.

QuestionsIs there an organisation for the partially sighted in your country?Is any large print music published?Can single copies be enlarged cheaply?Where can you buy theatre orchestra music stands?Are direction notices in your library large enough for very short sightedpeople to see?Last year I mentioned the possibility of producing copies of large printmusic for sale. I would be most grateful if anyone interested in this wouldget in touch with me at the end of the session.
MENTALLY HANDICAPPED ADULTS
(Here a tape recording of Bernard, a mentally handicapped adult, was played.He was singing a song specially written by Janet Wyatt, the words of whichare: Give me a boat and I will sail away,To where the sun goes down,I want to find the day.Bernard sang solo to start with and then had the backing of the rest of thepeople from the Adult Training Centre, who were all mentally handicapped.)
DevelopmentsThere is still very little music of the right kind which is simpleenough for mentally handicapped adults and yet has an adult con-cept to it. The British Broadcasting Corporation have publishedtwo of Janet Wyatt's songs in their Schools' Broadcast leaflet butnothing otherwise has yet been published.Janet Wyatt's work in London is developing in an outstanding way.In a growing link with the local librarian, during the coming term abox of music is being lent to the mentally handicapped group. Inthat box will be pictures of instruments, the Oxford Junior Com-panion to Music, simplified biographies, stories of opera, cassettesand so on, and note of students' particular interests will be taken.It is quite common for them to talk about their visits to the libraryand to one, Saturday morning is a highlight because, 'My Dad andI go to the library on Saturday'.In July I had a tremendous experience of seeing a performance, Iam Not Yet Dead, a combination of poetry and dance, beautifullyproduced and performed by 15 severely subnormal adults, 6 blindpeople, 1 person in a wheelchair and 6 able bodied dancers. Thistook place in an old room, six floors up, because it was the onlyplace that the organisers could find where they were not chargedfor the room.
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QuestionsDo you encourage the use of library premises, if you have a large room orhall, for this purpose?
MUSIC IN HOSPITALS AND OTHER CENTRES
DevelopmentsIn the United Kingdom, the Council for Music in Hospitals has apanel of 400 professional musicians willing to perform in manydifferent kinds of hospitals. In order to encourage young profes-sional musicians to develop an interest in this work, a short courseis run each year at the Royal Academy of Music. Last winter I wasasked to speak on this course to widen the view of young peopleto the whole field of music and disabled people. Also in the UnitedKingdom there is an organisation called Live Music Now. Startedby Yehudi Menuhin it is designed to provide opportunities foryoung professional musicians to give recitals and to take part inconcerts. The work is now being extended to provide concerts inhospitals and other establishments for the ill and disabled.
QuestionsHave you any comparable organisations to these in your country?Do you invite patients from hospitals, residents from old people's homes orhousebound people to your concerts or lectures held at the library?Would it be realistic to do so?Do you ever put events on in a hospital or a home?Do you ensure that records and music are available for delivery service tothese establishments?
RESOURCE LIST
DevelopmentsCopies of all the Resource Lists are available and updated. Thereare three new ones, MP 2 - Organisations and Individuals con-cerned with Music and Disabled People, MP 12 - Old Time Re-cords and Song Music, MP 13 - Musical Instruments and Booksabout Making and Playing Them. (I have mentioned above the newpaper MP 14. Also completed since the talk is MP 15 - MusicBooks for Nursery Children and Those Concerned with Them).
QuestionsHave you discovered any helpful Resource Papers at home?What are needed?Have you compiled any?How do you get the disabled public to know of their existence?
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Having talked about the provision that libraries can make I want you nowto look at the difficulties that borrowers might face and the problems thatlibrarians may have to solve with regard to both the public and the use ofstaff.

THE BORROWERS
1. Imagine that a blind man comes into the library at the busiest time im-aginable and asks about records at the main desk:the girl at the desk is not a music librarianthere is a long queue waiting- she directs him upstairs to the music library (she cannot escorthim because of the queue)- upstairs there is another queuehe does not know what is available, or where anything is and thereis no one free to help him- this is the only time he can come to the library because of workingand transport difficultiesWill he ever come back again?
2. A care assistant at an old people's home is searching for the book Music inGeriatric Care. It is out of print so the library is the only hope.the borrower looks in the Music Section, cannot find it and leaves.Two weeks later she tries again. Not there, so she asks the MusicLibrarian about it. Not in their stock, but general library is sug-gested.Looks under 'social services' — No.Looks under 'education' — No.Asks librarian for help who suggests 'medical' — and there it is!Where should such books be shelved?Perhaps there will be guidelines in the new Dewey schedule?Do you have a list of books available (from all departments) on music fordisabled people?
LIBRARIANS
Do remember that the librarian will not generally have many handicappedpeople to deal with. Don't expect thousands, it will only be a few but tothose few the service is likely to be a lifeline.

Are all the staff you deal with willing to help disabled people —even if they are very apprehensive about it?Are any people sickened by certain handicaps? (Remember thatthis is nothing to be ashamed of: some people are just made thisway.)Do you know:if there is someone particularly good with blind people?who can cope with the deaf?- i f  anyone can deal with the mentally handicapped?who is best at handling a wheelchair?
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Are your staff able to provide the links that are so often necessary in workwith the disabled people?do they know the welfare librarian?do they know local hospitals, homes, clubs and special schools?do they keep local workers informed of new books and records?do they send publicity out about music?does all publicity from the library go to the handicapped?
The disabled world is a very complicated one, just as the music world is tothose who don't know it. The Resource Paper MP 10 tells you how to findyour way round it. If the publicity department is a separate one in your lib-rary, then perhaps it is up to you to educate it so that disabled people areinformed.

TRAINING
Is there any part of the librarians initial training in your countrywhich brings in at least a little on how to help handicapped people?What about in-service courses — is there anything about the dis-abled on these?Is it possible for music librarians to visit homes, hospitals, schoolsetc., to experience and get to know some handicapped people?

OTHER EXCITING DEVELOPMENTS1. There are several new books:-Streeter, Elaine. Making Music with the Young Handicapped Child: a Guidefor Parents. Written by a teacher who is also an experienced music therapistthis is a practical handbook which describes 13 different activities, usingsimple musical instruments, which parents can enjoy with their children.1980. Music Therapy Publications, 32 Durand Gardens, London, SW9.Price. £1.50 including post.Orff, Gertrud. (Translation Margaret Murray). The Orff Music Therapy. TheOrff Music Therapy has been used for some time by the author in her workwith handicapped children in Europe and the USA. This book provides thefirst statement of its fundamental principles and gives practical examples andpictures of particular cases. Original German publication 1974. English trans-lation 1980 published by Schott & Co., Ltd., 48 Gt. Marlborough Street,London, W1V 2BN. Price. £6.30.Bright, Ruth. Music Therapy in Australia - A Second Look. A clear andpractical account of music therapy in Australia. Includes lively chapters onpreventive and community work, physical and mental handicap, disturbedyoung people, work in psychiatric unit and general hospital, the value ofmusic therapists. A valuable survey — not only to Australians. 1979. Divisionof Health Education, Health Commission of New South Wales. Clark, Cyn-thia and Chadwick, Donna. Clinically adapted Instruments for the MultiplyHandicapped: a source book. A well illustrated book of ideas about adaptedinstruments, beaters, picks, frames and stands enabling patients to take partin practical music making. 1979. Modulations Co., 9 Sawmill Drive, Westford,MA 01886, USA. Price. $12.95.
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Another book, not written with handicapped children in mind, but veryvaluable is, Your Baby needs Music: a Music sound book for babies up to 2years old by Barbara Cass-Beggs. Deals with needs of the baby in detail. Re-lates music needs to other spheres of development and gives many musicalsuggestions, rhymes, finger plays etc. Publisher Ward Lock. 1978. Price.£4.95.Two publications have been updated and re-printed Access to Music forthe Physically Handicapped Schoolchild and School Leaver by DaphneKennard. Published by Disabled Living Foundation. Price. £3.00, and Musicto help Disabled Children to Move by Daphne Kennard and Moyna Gilbert-son. Published by Association of Paediatric Chartered Physiotherapists. Price..E1.00, details of both on Resource Paper MP 1.Two booklets are planned, one written for occupational therapistswho are interested in doing music, and the other for anyone con-cerned in music for physically handicapped people.

2. Links with librarians.Several very encouraging developments here.A number of university librarians and careers officers have askedfor Resource Papers so that they can keep students informed.Belfast Education and Library Board asked for copies of all Re-source Papers only last week.Dyfed in South Wales have a Library Liaison Committee for de-veloping cultural activities for the disabled and wrote a long letterasking for music information. This is an unusual and very excitingdevelopment.
3. In Scotland, a Development Officer to promote the arts for the disabledhas been appointed: this is the first appointment of its kind in the UnitedKingdom. England and Wales are lagging behind but encouragingly, I havebeen asked by the Arts Council and Carnegie United Kingdom Trust to goon a small steering committee to work out plans for a national 'Arts andDisability committee' for England and Wales.
QuestionsWhat developments have happened in your country?What are you planning for International Year of Disabled People?I suggest you aim at four things. If you can manage to get four on a firmbasis and then four more the following year gradually your services fordisabled people will grow in a sound and encouraging way.I would like to finish with a snippet of children singing. These are physical-ly handicapped children from a school in Newcastle in the North of England.Most of them could not stand, many of them found difficulty in movingtheir hands and some of them found it very difficult to speak. The wordsthey sing are: Stand up, clap hands, shout thank you Lord,Thank you for the world I'm in.If we could get that attitude amongst the disabled because of what weprovide wouldn't it be tremendous?

DISCUSSION
Inwere
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an interesting session of questions and comments the following pointsmade:-An Australian librarian asked if the Suzuki method of violin play-ing was being used for the handicapped. I did not know this butshall find out.Sheffield librarians are developing family and community contactsand making home delivery of cassettes.Holland was developing work with mentally handicapped peopleand quarterly articles were being written about this. Hospitals formentally handicapped people have libraries in Holland. Followingthe talk last year in Salzburg articles had been written in the jour-nal and this had stimulated interest.In Denmark the librarians periodical had articles following theSalzburg talk and interest was being expressed. Music therapy isexplored in the librarians training courses.In Belfast the library runs a tape scheme and delivers to local dis-abled people at home. They have started to make tapes of the localmusicians and this is proving to be very popular.

Daphne Kennard
The Resource Papers mentioned are available from The Disabled LivingFoundation, 346 Kensington High Street, London W14.

Blackwell's Music Shop
Spend a day in the City of dreaming spires selecting material from one ofthe largest stocks of music in the United Kingdom.
For special terms contact David Hounslow or Alan Pope

38 Holywell Street, Oxford, England OX1 3SW Telephone: Oxford 49111
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CATALOGUE OF PRINTED MUSIC IN THE BRITISH LIBRARY TO 1980

0. W. Neighbour
Few great collections of printed books are so well known as the one built upover the past two centuries in the Department of Printed Books of the BritishMuseum, and transferred to the British Library Reference Division in 1973.There are two reasons for this. The most important, of course, is quite simplythe quality and extent of its holdings. The aim formulated by Panizzi, whohad charge of the Department from 1837 to 1866, that the collection shouldbe the finest in the world for books published in the United Kingdom, andsecond only to the respective national libraries for all books published inforeign countries, was very largely achieved during the last century and hasremained at least a guiding aspiration ever since. The second reason is thatthe catalogue of the whole collection was published — first in 1881-1905and then again, after an abortive attempt at a revision, in 1959-66 in whatwas largely an updated expansion of the original edition. A further updatededition is now in course of publication by the firm of K. G.Saur, who havealso undertaken the new Catalogue of Printed Music in the British Libraryto 1980.If the music collection in the same Department is less known the fault liesin no way in the collection itself, but in the lack of a published catalogue —indeed, ever since 1912 when Barclay Squire's catalogue of the music printedup to 1800 appeared, the exceptional scope of that part of the collection hasbeen internationally recognised. Why was no catalogue of the whole collec-tion printed alongside the first General Catalogue of Printed Books? Theanswer must be that at that time the printed note was regarded in the Museumwith considerably less favour than the printed word. While the long series ofprinted accession parts for music was initiated in 1884 (ending only with the94th this year), the main catalogue was left in manuscript, and the catalogu-ing of a proportion of the popular music received by copyright deposit washalted as an unnecessary luxury. The legacy of these bad decisions persists:many of the old manuscript entries still remain in the working copies of thecatalogue, and the deplorable practice of selective cataloguing continues tothis day. True, the proportion of current intake not catalogued has been verymuch reduced in recent years and the earlier arrears have been overtaken upto 1909. But the new catalogue will be unable to include a considerableamount of popular and less ambitious educational and church music printedfrom 1910 onwards.It is ironical that the decision not to print the catalogue a century ago wasin one sense justifiable: it would have publicised a collection that in breadthof coverage fell some way short of its counterpart in the main part of thelibrary. Although Panizzi's ideal applied nominally to music as much as tobooks, no serious collecting was attempted before the 1840s, and for manyyears thereafter the efforts of the music staff, though not actually thwarted,were given no great encouragement. A certain amount of foreign contempor-ary music was bought to supplement the considerable quantity received bydeposit from France and Germany before the Bern Convention of 1886
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changed the rules, but for the most part the resources available were con-centrated on antiquarian purchases — the earlier the better. In the event thispolicy proved fully justified. The opportunity to amass early publications onsuch a scale was never to recur, whereas it is naturally still possible to fillnineteenth-century gaps. One very important area, first and early editions ofthe Viennese classics, had to wait till quite recently before the purchase ofduplicates from the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde in Vienna in 1937 and ofthe Hirsch Library in 1946 brought the Museum's holdings up to strength.The purchasing policy which the Music Library has for many years en-deavoured to maintain is dictated by the dual function implicit in Panizzi'sdictum. As the national library it seeks to acquire as complete as possible anarchive of every kind of British musical publication, without exception. Thatis a never-ending task, because the provisions of the various copyright actsfrom the eighteenth century onwards, by which deposit in the British Museumwas made a legal requirement, were very imperfectly observed at least untilthe beginning of this century; probably only quite a small proportion of thewhole was sent in. In its capacity as an international collection the Librarymust, of course, be more selective. It cannot collect foreign popular music;that must be the responsibility of the various national libraries concerned.Nor, as a reference library, does it purchase modern performing material,such as sets of orchestral parts. But it acquires new publications from everycontinent, aiming to provide a proper context and perspective for such ob-viously important types of publication as the works of the best known con-temporary composers and the standard scholarly editions of older music, inboth of which its holdings are naturally very comprehensive. The same prin-ciples govern the retrospective purchase of earlier publications from abroad,a field in which the Library's very extensive holdings are also constantlyexpanding.It is fair to say that the number of music libraries that can rival the con-sistent strength of the British Library's holdings from all counties andperiods is very small indeed. A single library can, of course, cover only a smallproportion of the world's production, and that is not least true of the hugequantities of material published since the beginning of the last century. Never-theless, until some means can be found of bringing the kind of universaldocumentation provided by RISM forward to the present time — somethingthat is likely to take very many years to accomplish — the forthcoming cata-logue will provide an invaluable guide to the output of this later period.The edition of the Catalogue of Printed Books of 1959-66 and its succes-sor launched in 1979 are both reproduced photographically from existingtype-setting. The music catalogue, however, will be entirely re-set by com-puter because in its present form it cannot be used as photographic copy.There are no fewer than four different type faces: typescript (replacing themanuscript entries mentioned above), the standard type face of the accessionparts, the much smaller type of the pre-1801 catalogue, and yet another typein the Royal Music catalogue. Moreover, when the pre-1801 entries were ex-tracted from the Music Catalogue and revised for publication in 1912, certainchanges in cataloguing procedure were adopted which had the unfortunateeffect of making the two halves of the catalogue impossible to reunite as
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they stood. If anything, the divergence has widened still further since then.Various features of the Royal Music catalogue are different again, so that agreat deal of editorial work will be necessary to bring the three cataloguesinto one sequence. This very complex task is being carried out by the pub-lisher's team of editors, in consultation as necessary with Music Library staff.It is important for the user to remember that only a limited amount ofrevision has been possible: as in the Printed Books Catalogue the entries rep-resent a continuous process of cataloguing from the 1840s to the present day.It is not surprising to find that over so long a period cataloguers have fromtime to time devised some very odd forms. For instance, entries for items inseries were made in the form of simple cross-references in the later part ofthe nineteenth century, and now cause a lot of trouble to filers. Importantreforms sometimes made their appearance very tardily: the name of the pub-lisher was not recorded till 1889, and the pagination (or where applicable thenumber of parts) not till 1946. Other features too reflect the long history ofthe catalogue. Modern reference books were, of course, not available to theearly cataloguers so that, when drawing up, for instance, an arrangement forthe J.S.Bach heading, they adopted numeration from the Bachgesellschaftvolumes instead of Schmieder, whose catalogue lay far in the future. Similarlythey had to supply dates without the benefit of dictionaries of music pub-lishers or dated lists of plate numbers. Even apparently firm dates allotted toEnglish publications should be treated with caution, at least before 1833when the Museum began noting dates of receipt on deposit copies. It has beenpossible to make many corrections recently be reference to the Stationers'Registers, but work has still to be done, especially towards the end of thisperiod. Fortunately such local imperfections cannot detract from the widerusefulness of the catalogue.The project carries many implications for the future music cataloguing inthe British Library. It will abolish an artificial division between music printedbefore and after 1800, while creating a new one at 1980. Just as a similarbreak has been made at 1975 in the book catalogue, books later than thatdate being catalogued in MARC format, so the Music Library will adoptAACR2 and MARC format from 1981. Meanwhile the computer setting ofthe pre-1981 catalogue will provide a tape in which a few basic elements ofeach entry will be tagged for identification. This will then be reprocessed toproduce entries in a rudimentary MARC format. The catalogue, now esti-mated at 62 volumes, will take five years to publish, during which time allaccessions with an imprint date up to December 1980 not involving parts ofthe catalogue already printed will continue to be added. Those which cannotbe included will be entered in a new supplement which, like the catalogue ofpost-1980 imprints, will be in fiche form. Entries will be compatible withthose in the Panizzi-based main catalogue, with which it can then be amal-gamated in due course, initially for use within the British Library. It is hopedthat an expanded edition of the whole catalogue may eventually be madeavailable in microform, but that is an altogether remoter prospect.

NEW CATALOGUES
The Viola de Gamba Society of Great Britain Thematic index of music forviols. First instalment. Compiled by Gordon Dodd 1980. 212p £20.00

Among the aims and functions listed in the constitution of the Viola daGamba Society are 'to compile and publish an index or catalogue of musicfor viols'. The basis of the index is that printed in E. H.Mayer's Die mehr-stimmige spielmusik des 17 Jahrhunderts (Barenreiter, 1934), supplementedinitially by Robert Donington and Natalie Dolmetsch. For the past 15 years,the Society's index has been in the hands of Gordon Dodd, who, with thecollaboration of many other scholars, has scoured the libraries of the worldfor viol music. Some of this material has already been published, in theBulletin of the Viola da Gamba Society and in its successor, Chelys. But ithas all been updated, and will be much more useful in its present format.There are two aspects of the format to mention. What the purchaser re-ceives is a packet of loose sheets, punched with five holes (two for Englishring-binders, three for the differently-spaced American ones). The disadvan-tage for the librarian is the risk of the loss of odd pages; but this is outweighedby the convenience of being able to interfile future instalments or correctedpages. More important is the tabular format in which the sources for eachgroup of works are displayed. If, as I suspect, Gordon Dodd was the inventorof this method of presenting source material, all scholars owe him an immensedebt of gratitude, since there is no better way of revealing at a glance thepattern of relationships amongst the sources. Scholars in other fields couldlearn a lot from this clear presentation of what is often a very complicatedweb of interrelated manuscripts. One sample list ordered by manuscriptrather than composer shows how useful the method can be in reverse.The repertoire covered is entirely English. (Though there is foreign musicfor viols, there is no such clearly defined repertoire specifically for the instru-ments). Composers adequately catalogued already are omitted. Otherwisethe whole of the early seventeenth-century viol consort repertoire is included,chiefly Fantasies and In nomines. While some dance music may have beenplayed on a viol consort, normally violins will have played the upper parts;much of this repertoire is included too. Other music for violin(s), bass violand organ is listed, and most of the chamber music for bass viol. The sololyra-viol repertoire, however, has mostly been left for the next instalment.Similarly, only a few pre-Jacobean items have been included; fuller coverageis expected in future, though it now seems less likely that the Elizabethanrepertoire was intended for viol consort.The use of the catalogue for the scholar is obvious; but who else needs it?While it would be an exaggeration to say that the viol consort is a popularmedium, there is a certain amount of the music available on record, some isbroadcast occasionally, and there are players (even two on the IAML(UK)committee!). Works cannot be identified by key — there are too many am-biguities — so numbers must be used. The older literature used Meyer num-bers; where possible, the new index preserves them; but some sequences wereillogical, some works were catalogued twice, some attributions have changed,
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and Meyer failed to cover the whole repertoire; so many numbering sequencesare new. This catalogue will therefore be essential to identify references tothe works it contains. The numbering is, I understand, adopted in the NewGrove, but is not meaningful without thematic incipits, which I presumeGrove will not contain. Therefore a copy of this catalogue is essential foridentifying works. It is also useful for the bibliographical information it con-tains. There is an up-to-date list of modern studies; furthermore, moderneditions of the work are listed.The main disadvantage of the catalogue is that rather too much knowledgeis expected of the user. There is no list of the modern editions to which ref-erence is made; even I, who probably know the editions better than mostother users of the catalogue, have to think quite hard about what some ofthe abbreviations mean. It is sometimes confusing that a column listing mod-ern editions is not clearly separated from seventeenth-century sources. Andthere is one slip which, since it might have originated from my attempt overthe phone to correlate an edition in my hands with a list of incipits in theeditor's, I will correct here; in the Jenkins set of 52 four-part ayres (p124-7),ZfS contains nos. 1, 14, 23, 24, 30, 32, 45 and 49 rather than those listed.The bulkiest composer is Jenkins, with 58 pages of index and over 850incipits; with this catalogue, it is now possible to put most of his work intosome sort of pattern. But there is so much music revealed, by a wide range ofcomposers! I hope this catalogue inspires interest in it; but I also hope thatscholars cataloguing other repertoires will study its presentation and learnthe advantage of a tabular format.It is available from the society's secretary, Mrs. C. Wood, 93 Sutton Road,London N10 1H1-1, postage charge is £1.50 for UK and Europe, £2.50 sur-face mail elsewhere, £5.50 air-mail to USA, Canada and S.America, £6.30elsewhere. The society also publishes a wide range of music for the viol.
Hans Joachim Marx: Die Uberlieferung der Werke Arcangelo Corellis: Cata-logue raisonne(Arcangelo Corelli: Historisch-kritische Gesamtausgabe der musikalischenWerke. Supplementband)Arno Volk Verlag-Hans Gerig, Cologne. 1980 356p. ISBN 3-87252-121-7

There are few composers of importance whose complete works take up solittle space as those of Corelli — five volumes in the Augener edition, corres-ponding to only three in the Lea Pocket Score reprint. A 356-page thematiccatalogue might therefore suggest the sledgehammer and the nut. But thereare several reasons for welcoming this handsome publication. Corelli was oneof the most widely published composers of his day, and the editions cover aparticularly lengthy period of time; his works were in print for more than acentury, and survived north of the Alps long after they were forgotten inItaly. There is consequently a vast number of editions and manuscripts forthe cataloguer to list; and while most of these add nothing to our knowledgeof what he wrote, they tell us much about the taste of the eighteenth centuryand the behaviour of publishers and players.
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Marx accepts ten pieces in addition to the six opera, numbered Wo0 1-10;these have been published in vol.V of the Gesamtausgabe. There are also over100 doubtful works, and another 60 spurious ones. The listing of these isparticularly helpful, since we can now easily deal with the various items mas-querading under the famous name which we encounter; it is a pity, however,that not all of these have incipits, and that some only have incipits of the firstmovements.Corelli's works were frequently arranged by other composers; Marx givesfull bibliographical details of the arrangements, though doesn't always makeclear what combination of instruments the arrangement is for.The principal defect of the catalogue is that sources are listed withoutenough information being given for the reader to know what significancethey have. In the case of the MSS especially, it is important to know whetherthey derive from a printed edition, or have independent authority. Similarly,one needs to know which editions are merely reprints; some attempt at sort-ing out the affiliations is needed. No doubt this will be done in the criticalnotes to the edition. But a glance through the list of MSS makes one wantmore information to enable one to guess whether a source might deservefurther investigation. For instance, the unwary reader might see listed amongthe MSS of op.6 GB B1 add.24,889 (Marx, incidentally, confusingly doesn'tuse RISM sig,la), with the note that it belonged to Thomas Britton. If true,this would imply that it dated from before the publication of op.6; but thehistory of the MS is more complicated, even if the nineteenth-century noteon the flyleaf claiming Britton 's ownership may be substantially accurate.The volume includes a colour reproduction of the Hugh Howard portraitof the composer, and it is pleasing to note a section discussing the portraitsthat appear in some early editions. Other illustrations include rather smallbut legible facsimiles of the surviving autograph fragment.This is a useful companion for the new collected works, while I would alsorecommend it to libraries which have economised and not subscribed to thatedition.

Jean Mongredien Catalogue thematique de l'oeuvre complete du compositeurJean-Francois Le Sueur (1760-1837) New York: Pendragon Press, 1980xxvii, 434p $48.00 ISBN 0-918728-12-6
Le Sueur is chiefly remembered as a precursor of Berlioz in the use ofgrand theatrical effect. A few of his operas have retained their fame (thoughonly the rare extract is ever performed), Ossian having been reprinted bothin full and vocal score in the last decade. But his church music must havebeen out of fashion by his death (though strangely it was only towards theend of his life that he began to publish it) and has not been revived. Thereare two main problems in cataloguing his works.The first is one that troubles all cataloguers of operas: how to list the'numbers' in a sensible way, so that items that may need independent citationwill be listed, but without going so far as to have a separate incipit for eachchange of character or tempo. The 61 sections into which Mongredien splits
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Ossian is perhaps slightly excessive, but every section that needs separateidentification receives it. The numbering is complicated, however, by thepeculiar way in which the sections are listed as part of the full score ratherthan as part of the work: Ossian is 4, the printed full score of Ossian is 4.1.1(as opposed to the MS score, which is 4.2.1 or the printed vocal score, whichis 4.1.2), so the individual sections are numbered 4.1.1.1 to 4.1.1.62 — un-necessarily confusing, and illogical!The other problem is in making clear the relationship between the pub-lished 17 livraisons of church music, issued between 1827 and 1841, and themanuscript material surviving from the Tuileries chapel, where Le Sueur ranthe music from 1804. While some of the publications follow the MSS exactly,others concoct works by putting together various movements found separate-ly among the MSS. Mongredien solves this neatly by making the Tuileriescollection the main sequence, but listing the livraisons in order, noting thesources of each item, and giving numbers and incipits only to new works.While we are presented with a mass of information from the sources, it isa pity that for each work there is not the resume of information that wehave come to expect from the best of the thematic catalogues. For instance,we can deduce some of the history of the Cantate religieuse from the cata-logue, though not all appears under no.83. We are referred to the Tuileriessources at no.18, and are led from there to a Chant dithyrambique of 1798(no. 92). The first page of the full score states that the work was performedat the marriage of Napoleon and Marie Louise in 1810; this is only mentionedin the catalogue because it happens to come on the title page of the 1853vocal score, which is fully transcribed. But a note drawing this informationtogether would be useful. Title pages are quoted in full, but sometimes moreis needed to describe an edition. The BBC copy of the Oratorio de Noellacks its title page (it has been replaced with an elaborate manuscript one,dated 1818): I assume that it is the same as the edition described on p.321,which Mongredien dates as [1826] , but would be more certain if he hadquoted the plate number (440) and the engraver (Petit Jne). The other seriousomission is the detailed instrumentation; this is only revealed for the worksof which the original material survives.There is a biographical introduction in French and English, and a long pre-face in French, which is the language of the catalogue. Apart from its valuein cataloguing the works of a composer perhaps of the second rank (if noteven the third, though it is difficult to judge grandiloquent music from theprinted page), the listing of the Tuileries works reveals much of interest aboutthe performing forces.
Krystyna Kobylanska Frederic Chopin: thematisch-bibliographisches Werk-verzeichnis Munich: G. Henle, 1979 xxii, 362p £44.85 ISBN 3-87328-029-9(available from Novello)

For the last twenty years, the standard Chopin catalogue, at least in theEnglish-speaking world, has been Maurice Brown's Chopin: an index of hisworks in chronological order (Macmillan 1960, 2nd ed. 1972). It is an excel-
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lent catalogue, but frustrating to use because its chronological arrangementclashes with the sequence of opus numbers by which the composer's matureworks are invariably identified. This new catalogue, a German translation ofa Polish original published in 1977, uses opus numbers for its main sequence;what is lost in the tracing of Chopin's development is gained in ease of access.This is the first section of the catalogue; it is followed by:Ha Published works up to 1830IIb Published works after 1830III Posthumous works with opus numbers (66-74)IVa Posthumous works without opus numbers up to 1830IVb Posthumous works without opus numbers after 1830There are other sections for sketches, exercises, lost and dubious works. Thisarrangement works very well. The familiar pieces can be found instantly,while one only has to use the index for the little-known works for which re-course to the index would be necessary whatever arrangement were adopted.It would, however, be quicker to use the index of titles had it been givenwhat is, for an index, pride of place at the very end of the book, not buriedas the third of eight indices.As for the content, Kobylanska generally gives much more informationthan Brown. Autographs are carefully described, and their history briefly re-lated. Information on first editions is briefer; no bibliographical descriptionsare given, just dates and plate numbers. But copies bearing the composer'sannotations are listed. Editions other than the first French, German and Eng-lish ones are not mentioned, though introductory material in them is some-times referred to in the concise bibliography given for each entry. While itwould be impossible to list all, or even those editions claiming some textualaccuracy, it is a pity that more accessible editions are not mentioned forpieces not included in Standard modern editions.This is a more systematic, less personal catalogue than Brown's. The com-piler has done an excellent job. Rather surprisingly, her publisher has fallenbelow Henle's normal high standard. Page 238, which should contain an entryfor the fugue in A minor no.IVc/2 (which appears in the indices) is blank,and not even noted on the errata sheet, while the cover is already falling offmy copy, only a fortnight after I received it. I suspect that smaller librarieswill be content with Brown (still available at Z6); but any library with scho-larly pretensions will need to acquire this catalogue.
Cecil Hopkinson A bibliography of the musical and literary works of HectorBerlioz... Second edition.., edited by Richard Macnutt Tunbridge Wells:Richard Macnutt Ltd, 1980 230p £38.00 ISBN 0-907180-00-0
The first edition of this bibliography caused a certain amount of con-troversy. To some, it was putting the cart before the horse to catalogue theBerlioz editions in such detail without first dealing with the manuscripts;others wondered whether the pernickety listing of title-page details was ofany value other than to a collector. But this was the first time such a sub-stantial study of a composer's editions had appeared, and critics seemed to
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be reacting as if it was a catalogue of Berlioz's works rather than a biblio-graphy of editions of them. We still await a proper Berlioz catalogue; but it isexcellent that this pathfinding bibliography be reprinted, with various addi-tional notes and indices, by Richard Macnutt, who shares Cecil Hopkinson'sprofession and enthusiasm for Berlioz.The circulation of the original edition was amazingly small (only 340copies), so there will be many libraries which will need to buy this withoutconsidering whether the uodatings justify getting a new copy. I suspect, too,that the specialist libraries which have the first edition will need the updatedinformation, even though most of it only concerns details. The new indicesmake the book much easier to use.The difficulty in compiling a list of all the variants of a nineteenth-centurypublication is that it often seems as if each copy one looks at differs fromany other! I have checked, for instance, the BBC copies of La Damnation deFaust. There is an additional valiant to 54A(c) in which the number in thecolophon to the libretto is changed from 18630-7 to 27180-2. This changehad not occurred by 1882, since one copy of 54A(c) is stamped on the titlepage 'Chappell & Co. 3 Nov. 82'. It is odd that Hopkinson mentions the Cos-tallat Monte Carlo version, without stating that Costellat also reissued theRichault score, with different prelims but the same plate number, and pro-duced a miniature score (without plate number). Turning to the parts, thereis a complete set linked to the Richault score acquired from Chappell, withthe same date stamped on them, together with a Richault stamp (4 Boulevarddes Italiens address). Three parts, the cello/bass, flute I/II and flute III, bearon their first page 'Imp: de Langlet. 18 rue Cadet' as on the first, but notlater issues, of the score; they are presumably the parts issued in 1854 andnot located (54B). The BBC also has another set of parts, with the sameRichault stamp, but in some cases with Costallat wrappers; the wind parts,however, are of the original printing, though the strings date from muchlater. Finally, there is a Richault vocal score, a version of 54D(e) but withcolophon 'Paris. Imp. A. Chaimbaud et Cie', while the libretto colophon readsImprimerie Centrale des Chemins de Fer. — Imprimerie Chaix, rue Bergere,20. Paris. — 25638-12-97 — (Encre Lorilleux).' Does 12-97 mean December1897? I suspect that a search through any other substantial collection willreveal similar variants.Pedantic accuracy over the verbal surrounds to the music is all very well;the great defect of the Hopkinson-style bibliography is the concentration onthese rather than on musical variants. The user of the catalogue needs toknow when (and if) the bibliographical variants relate to changes in themusical text. Ultimately, this can only be done in conjunction with the workof the editors of the Collected Works. But the user of the catalogue also, Ithink legitimately, needs to be given some indication of the major differencesin early editions. One obvious use is to be able to identify the source of mod-ern reprints. I need to know, for instance, whether the Costallat score of LaDamnation mentioned above is an exact representation of the score issued in1854, or if it has suffered (or benefited from) emendation. It would also havebeen useful for the sources of standard modern reprints (e.g. the Kalmus Col-lected Work volumes not taken from the Breitkopf edition) to have beenspecified.
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It is difficult to decide how much of this information is appropriate to acatalogue, how much to a critical report to an edition; ideally the two shouldbe produced in conjunction. Certainly, more information is required thanone bibliographer (or even two) can be expected to produce. But if a thirdedition is published for the bicentenary of Berlioz birth, in 2003, perhapsenough work will have been done on the sources for a broader approach tothe bibliography to be possible.

Dan Fog Grieg-Katalog. Kobenhavn: Dan Fog Musikforlag, 1980 143pDKr.90 ISBN 87-87099-21-7
This is a descendent of the Hopkinson-style bibliography, listing all theearly printed editions, but without quite such an elaboration of detail. Essen-tial matter only is transcribed from title-pages, though usually enough toidentify editions. In general, the printing history is given completely for thestages up to the appearance of the standard Peters editions from which weknown Grieg's works. It does not list items first published in the CompleteWorks. I would have thought that not only those, but the revisions of thepublished works therein should be mentioned, as being part of the history ofthe Peters Edition texts. Using the catalogue with the Complete Edition re-veals a number of inconsistances of terminology of the editions, and an occa-sional discrepency in information.The numbering system for works without opus numbers runs from 101-156,with gaps for items surviving only in MS (the catalogue does not concern it-self with MSS); a previous system from the author using numbers from 101-124 which has appeared in various places should not now be used. The stand-ard anthologies are also given numbers from 201 with a useful table identify-ing the songs in the various Albums (like Faure, Grieg's songs suffer frombeing only available in illogically arranged collections). There is a full index;but users noticing the large number of English titles should beware of assum-ing that they can look up any song in English: only the titles appearing inthe main entries are indexed. The text is in Danish, though the introductionis also in German; but it is not too difficult to use the catalogue once one hasmastered the abbreviations. It is available from Dan Fog at Graabrodretory 7,Kobenhavn K, Denmark; the price works out at about £7.00.

Lewis Foreman Arthur Bliss: catalogue of the complete works Novello, 1980159p £20.00 ISBN 0 85360 069 4
The catalogues discussed above have mostly approached the subject froma bibliographical point of view; Lewis Foreman's excellent Bliss catalogueexemplifies the alternative method, and is primarily a catalogue of the music,and only secondarily a catalogue of the form in which it was published. Bothcontent and layout derive from the sort of catalogues the better publishersproduce from time to time of their house composers, though rarely withsuch detail, accuracy and elegance as here. As is customary with such cata-logues, the arrangement is by instrumentation; there is, however, also achronological list of works.
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I have argued previously that the inclusion of thematic incipits in the cata-logues of twentieth-century composers is an expensive and dispensible luxury.So I have no objection to their omission here. But there is a problem in thelarger number of Fanfares; with their roving titles and similar instrumenta-tions, incipits might have helped to distinguish them. Otherwise, this is anexemplary catalogue. Instrumentations are given in detail, timings, first per-formances and date of publication, with additional notes as appropriate.There is a separate discography, in a single alphabetical sequence, a fullbibliography, lists giving addresses of publishers and record companies, andindices. The catalogue is preceded by a substantial introduction by GeorgeDannatt, which sets Bliss's compositions into his life and times.The catalogue gives no information concerning the location of manu-scripts. While it could be argued that it is premature to do so, since there hasbeen no decision about the final resting-place of those that were in the com-poser's possession, there is always the risk of manuscripts being dispersed orgoing astray, so it would have been useful for future scholars to know atleast where they were in 1980, and which (if any) had already disappearedby then. Since the information was easily available, it is a pity it was not in-cluded. Similarly, there is information concerning the editions that couldhave been mentioned, for instance, the Wyndham Lewis design on the coverof the original issue of the Colour Symphony. And did Bliss never makeminor emendations to published works which would cause slight discrepenciesbetween first and later issues?Lady Bliss and the composer's chief publisher, Novello, have given LewisForeman considerable assistance in compiling this catalogue. It is fortunatethat he has been able to work while the composer's widow is still alive —indeed, very active in sorting out her husband's musical estate — and whilehis publisher still has at least some of the relevant archives. Such a cataloguewould be much more difficult to compile in 20 years time. The cataloguingof a composer's works is an essential part of his documentation, and shouldbe done while the material is still readily available; would that other com-posers had been catalogued as thoroughly as Bliss.

Clifford Bartlett
REVIEWS
Oliver Neighbour (editor) Music and bibliography: essays in honour of AlecHyatt King Clive Bingley, 1980 256p £15.00 ISBN 0-8157-296-0
A Festschrift which starts many hares is the best tribute to a man who him-self has a lively mind and who over a long period has stimulated his juniors tostudy and research. Oliver Neighbour has put together a celebration worthyin every way of his predecessor at what one instinctively still thinks of asThe Music Room of the British Museum. His long period in charge of thegreat collections housed there gave Alec King a secure base for his own work(much of it in Mozart studies) and also for his dedicated involvement in thewider aspects of his scholarly profession, including the Presidency of IAML.
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Reviewing Alec King's public career, one's superficial impression might bethat its end was marked by worse music and more blinkered musicology thanits beginning — that there was too much concern with remote periods wherespeculation could often not be tested against facts and not enough with therecent past and with the present. Against that, Tim Neighbour argues in hisForeword that many of his contributors ̀... explore in some way the stagesby which music reaches its audience, whether in its composer's lifetime orlater', so reflecting a welcome trend to relate musical history to a wider back-ground of social, economic and political developments. Perhaps therefore,pessimism is unjustified and the splendid variety of original work reflectedhere is more typical of the state of musicology than the succession of drearyarticles in the journals might suggest. Certainly, reading this book does sug-gest many lines of thought and stimulate a re-examination of one's instinctivepigeon-holing of ideas. To take a point from the very first article, it is salu-tary to be reminded that Europe was not always divided between East andWest. Don Krummel stresses that one of the leading holders of Venetianbaroque editions is the university library in Wroclaw (Breslau).World War II (and its Hitlerian preludes) had a far greater impact than isalways realised. Many great public collections were safeguarded by removal,but private libraries and the stocks of publishers were in some countriesdestroyed or severely damaged, so reducing seriously the amount of second-hand material now in circulation from the Europe of 1935-45. These prob-lems and the relative lack of work on twentieth-century publishing are hardlytouched on in this collection, but we can nevertheless be thankful that AlecKing's working life has seen widespread developments in the detailed studyof music publishing. Two substantial gaps remain — firstly the period from1850 to 1914 is still poorly charted and secondly we need an extension ofpublishing studies into the field of discography and of the recording anddistribution of gramophone records, the medium by which music has moreand more reached the public since the turn of the century. Similarly (andagain we see in this book only a beginning) we need related studies of thegreat performing institutions in the period 1750-1914 (orchestras, operahouses, concert societies, etc.) so that we know how music was prepared,rehearsed and performed, and who were the audiences.In these unfilled fields painstaking research in the primary sources mustcome first and Margaret Laurie's essay on the Chapel Royal Part Books(while dealing with an earlier period) is an outstanding example of the bestsort of detective work. Some flair as a sleuth is a requisite for research workas is the willingness to engage in the detailed arrangement and re-arrangementof information; Watkins Shaw's 'first catalogue' of the Blow harpsichordmusic is indeed a valuable draft for an important thematic catalogue of thesecond rank. Here then are two well-established scholars showing theiryounger followers how vital is the infinite capacity for taking pains.If we are to understand the music of the past (even as recent as that writ-ten in the first quarter of this century) and to hear it through discriminatingears we must study not only authentic instruments and contemporary per-forming traditions but also the social ambience in which the music was per-formed. David Paisey's study of J. C.Tromer, a Dresden opera-goer of themid-eighteenth century, ably demonstrates the social history that must be
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married with traditional musicology in the research of the next fifty years. Ido not entirely share Tim Neighbour's optimism that this battle is largely won.In musicology certainty is often illusory and it may be dangerous to sup-pose it can be achieved. In a long and intensely readable piece H. EdmundPoole underlines the haphazard organisation behind the engraving of orch-estral works and the frequent lack of supervision by a single responsible ed-itor. Copyists were often opinionated and inaccurate; even Haydn's 'official'publisher (Artaria) employed men whose work provoked complaints by thecomposer. Where no Haydn MS survives (and perhaps some are still to be re-discovered in Central European collections) we may well never know whatHaydn intended, the carelessness and the arbitrary conventions of the engra-vers unavoidably coming between us and the composer. Even where a proofwas corrected by the composer it would be flying in the face of our experi-ence of human conduct to believe that the engravers always made the correc-tions — just as there are Friday cars at Longbridge there must have beenSaturday plates at Artaria.Most of the contributors to this volume suggest in one way or another areconsideration of frontiers on the research map, and Gerald Abraham'sarticle on Russian musical periodicals reminds us how little we know of thescholarly resources of Russian libraries, one of the large blanks on that map(the other being Latin America). Might it not be a fitting tribute to AlecKing's work in IAML if his current British successor as President, Brian Red-fern (who writes well from long experience on problems in teaching thebibliography of music) were to lay the groundwork for the 1986 IAML Con-gress to be held in Leningrad? John May
The concise Oxford dictionary of music Third edition by Michael Kennedy,based on the original publication by Percy Scholes. Oxford U.P., 1980724p 19.50 (or 14.50 paperback) ISBN 0-19-311315-5
The previous edition of this dictionary was not a reference work which I wasin the habit of using, and our library copy is in almost mint condition. But Iam sure that this greatly-revised third edition will not suffer the same fate. Ithas been tested by a variety of regular users of the BBC Music Library, andthe general reaction is amazement at the quantity and accuracy of the infor-mation it contains. Although it can be seen to derive from its predecessor, itis best to approach it as a new dictionary. Its particular bias is towards con-temporary musical life. Modern composers receive a commendably dispro-portional amount of space; the listing of works (with dates of composition)is extremely thorough and there is much information not easily obtainablefrom other reference works. Performers, too, are covered (with some birthdates that are aften concealed in biographies on record sleeves and concertprogrammes). There does, though, seem to be an excess of entries for minorperformers from earlier in the century and the last century; a lot are singers,and since the dictionary is marketed with The concise Oxford dictionary ofopera, perhaps some of them could have been left for that volume.
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Popular music is not covered, apart from an entry pop and The Beatles.The blurb mentions the increased coverage of early music; I have commentedon that elsewhere: the coverage is indeed quite extensive, but not entirely upto standard. One could point out lack of consistency in the coverage in manyareas, but with a dictionary this size there can be no attempt to decide whois in, who is out on a logical basis; one must rely on the flair of the compiler.The more fragmented our musical culture becomes, the more difficult a jobthe production of such a dictionary becomes; but Michael Kennedy seems tohave a good sense of what information is likely to be needed, and of whatheadings people will choose to look up. The selection of titles of works to begiven separate entries is excellent. There are, inevitably, a few slips. But thisis a dictionary that I will keep by me for quick reference, and it will still beused even when the long-delayed Grove appears. Clifford Bartlett

Denis Stevens. Musicology: a practical guide (Yehudi Menuhin Music Guides)Macdonald, 1980 224p £8.50 ISBN 0-354-04480-X (Paperback: £4.95)
First, congratulations to whoever decided to include musicology in the series:it is not an obvious choice, with all the existing titles being names of instru-ments. But that makes the practical emphasis of the subtitle appropriate.Rather than being a book on musicology as a whole (there is need for oneexplaining what it is for the benefit of musicians, who are often strangelypuzzled by the term), this is a run-through of various musicological mattersthat should be known to the performer of early music. Stevens' interest de-clines steeply after Monteverdi, which is a pity, since he gives a false implica-tion that the musicologist has nothing of practical value to say to the per-former of more recent music.The strength of the book is the large number of specific examples whichthe author discusses. The weakness is that the inexperienced reader may notbe sufficiently aware of the historical period to which any example may beappropriate. Principles of word-underlay, for instance, which are appropriateto the sixteenth century are not relevant to the seventeeth (except in thearchaic style used for certain church compositions). Stevens himself seemsunwilling to recognize that different standards apply in different periods. Hisversion of Jacopo da Bologna's Non al su amante destroys the characteristicopening and closing melismas, while spreading the text throughout the pas-sage makes it less rather than more comprehensible.Those familiar with Stevens' writings will find the re-use of examples hehas discussed before a little tedious. Does he have to publish twice in asmany months his remarks on the death-date of Pallavicino? It gives the im-pression that the book contains all he knows, rather than takes just the bestexamples of each point he wishes to illustrate. The dogmatic tone is also aweakness: there is no distinction between statements that are generally ac-cepted to be true and those which are controversial. So while his castigationof performances of Monteverdi's 8-voice Magnificat with only 6 voices issound (the error is obvious, since the piece is marked 'a 8 voci concertati con6 instromenti' and is printed by Malipiero with two blank staves for the miss-
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ing parts), his comments with regard to Odhecaton that Petrucci 'evidentlyassumed that the majority of his performers would either know the song-texts by heart or would have access to them in some printed collection ormanuscript commonplace book' shows either that he disagrees with thetendency of recent research or is not aware of it: Italian sources of this reper-toire seem completely uninterested in the texts, and have corrupt versionswhen they have any works at all, so were probably used by instrumentalistswho did not need the words except as a title for identification. Trying tolocate the page reference for this quotation, incidentally, revealed the short-comings of the index: entries were lacking for Petrucci, Odhecaton andHewitt (the editor of the modern edition).Stevens is a scholar with immense practical experience in performing thismusic. He does, however, have difficulty in adjusting to the changes since hebegan to operate. Most singers I know, for instance, prefer to sing from regu-larly-barred editions: they are quite capable of seeing the rhythmic patternof the music, but find that frequent changes of bar-lengths get in the way.They also expect proportional changes (in the appropriate repertoires) atchanges of signature, so are confused when a time change merely signifies adifferent number of beats per bar. The Stolzer example (p.187) is not im-proved by the rebarring, which confuses the fact that the rhythmic patternis simply a matter of hemiolas (which the original notation probably indica-ted). He is, however, to be commended for his insistance on understandingthe texts. Fortunately, good editors are now producing proper editions andcommentaries on the words as well as the music (the recent edition of theMellon Chansonnier is an excellent example), and liturgical works now areoften published with the necessary plainsong. But the performer mustbeware!This is a useful book. It is not to be treated as a vademecum containingall the musicological knowledge that a performer needs; but anyone readingit will encounter a wide range of the problems which he will need to considerwhen performing preclassical music. Clifford Bartlett
Forum Musikbibliothek: Beitrage und Informationen aus der musikbiblio-thekarischen Praxis Berlin. Deutsches Bibliotheksinstitut, 1980 Quarterly.DM28 per year.
This is a joint effort by the West German Branch of IAML and the GermanInstitute for Libraries and should be warmly welcomed by the UK Branch asthe German equivalent to Brio. The copy to hand is the second issue for1980 and contains articles on a range of subjects and libraries. Each issue isapparently going to have a special theme related to the music libraries in aGerman town — in this issue the town is Stuttgart. In addition to this seriesof interesting articles there are other articles on 'The public music librarywithin the orbit of the politics of culture', 'German shellac gramophonetrade 'marks 1894-1958', 'The musical inheritance and music libraries', 'Theopening of the national music library in Australia etc.' Brian Redfern
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IN BRIEF
David D. Boyden Catalogue of the HillCollection of Musical Instruments in theAshmolean Museum, Oxford Oxford:Ashmolean Museum, 1979 54p + plates£8.00 ISBN 0-90009040-5
Originally published by O.U.P. in 1969,this excellent catalogue describes 44stringed instruments in some detail, withfull illustrations. It is written sufficientlyclearly to be of considerable interest forthe non-specialist; for those who needmore detailed information, the Museumcan provide working drawings of some ofthe items (at a cost of between £15 and£25 each).
The letters of Claudio Monteverdi trans-lated and introduced by Denis StevensFaber, 1980 443p £25.00 ISBN 0-571-11551-9
Some of Monteverdi's letters have beenfrequently quoted, and an extensive selec-tion was published in English in TheMonteverdi companion. Denis Stevens wascritical of some of the translations there,and has now produced what must be theauthoritative collection, based on a freshstudy of the autographs (so using a betterItalian text than existing Italian editions)and with an extensive commentary, put-ting each letter into context and explain-ing its significance. It is a magnificent vol-ume, frustrating only because so oftenwhen letters are specifically about music,they are about music that has not survived.It is, though, incomplete; more lettershave been recently discovered, which Igather contain remarks relating to theperformance of his works.
Schiitz-Jahrbuch. Im auftrage der Inter-na tionalen He inrich-Schiitz-Gesellscha ftherausgegeben von Werner Breig I .Jahxgang 1979. Barenreiter 146p £11.40ISBN 3-7618-0652-3
This new journal is particularly worthy ofnote because it contains a supplement tothe Schiitz-Werke-Verzeichniss and a biblio-graphy of writings on Schiitz from 1951 -1975.

Ellen Harris Handel and the pastoral trad-ition Oxford U.P., 1980 292p £15.00ISBN 0-19-315236-3
When trying to understand any work ofart, it helps to realize what sort of work itis. The author argues convincingly that thepastoral is an individual genre of baroqueopera, which grew differently in Italy andGermany. Handel, having mastered theItalian type in his Italian cantatas and 11pastor fido, in the 1730s created a newform by injecting aspects of the Germanpastoral into his Italian operas. This in-vigorating study throws out many otherideas (for instance, on Dido and Aeneas),and is essential reading for anyone inter-ested in Baroque opera or Handel.
Werner Neumann Bilddokumente zurLebensgeschichte Johann Sebastian Bachs.Pictorial documents of the life of J.S.Bach Barenreiter, 1979 447p $54.00ISBN 3-7618-0250-1
Larger libraries will automatically acquirethis volume as part of the supplementarydocuments to the Neue Bach-Ausgabe. Inspite of the price, other libraries shouldconsider buying it, since it includes amongits 623 illustrations a wealth of picturesilluminating Bach's life and times. Thereare also 54 versions of portraits of Bach,with an excellent essay on the problemsthey present. The text is in English as wellas German.
Wilfrid Mellers Bach and the dance of GodFaber & Faber, 1980 324p, £15.00 ISBN0-571-11562-4
For some, music has become a substitutefor religion: Bach's Lutheran God is onlyinteresting in as much as Bach was in-spired by his belief in him to write hischurch music. But Mellers argues thatthere is an essential religious feeling in allhis major works, and it is that whichmakes them meaningful. It is a controver-sial book, difficult to read because of itsmixture of theology and detailed musicalanalysis. But the closely-reasoned analysisof the music makes it more difficult forthe sceptical critic to scorn the religiousinterpretation; even if we disagree with it,the musical reaction is precise and acute.A thought-provoking book, worth reading

even if one does disagree with the author'spremises.
Franz Schubert Hungarian melody, D.817edited by Eve Barsham. The Piers Press(Overthorpe Hall, Banbury, Oxon.), 19804p £1.00
This work has been annoyingly unavail-able for many years, since its previouspublication was in an edition by O.E.Deutsch of limited circulation. AlfredBrendel in particular has been playing it,so this new edition, differing from its pre-decessor only in the addition of fingering,is welcome.
Bernarr Rainbow John Curwen: a shortcritical biography Novello, 1980 67p£1.90 ISBN 0 85360 071 6
John Curwen's importance to the historyof musical education in this countrythrough his tonic solfa system is wellknown. But he had an interesting life,which is well told here. The author alsosuggests that the centenary of his death isan appropriate occasion for reconsideringthe advantages of his system for the earlystages of musical education.
Alexander Faris Jacques OffenbachFaber & Faber, 1980 275p £11.50 ISBN0-571-11147-5
This fluently-written biography, publishedon the centenary of Offenbach's death,sets his career into a context, and managesto describe his vast output without degen-erating into a dull listing of first perfor-mances. There is a comprehensive list ofworks, though publishers are not given.Orpheus and Hoffman have chapters tothemselves, the latter rather too over-dependent on Oeser's controversial edi-tion. The illustrations are well-chosen andapposite.
Barbara Meister Nineteenth-centuryFrench song: Faure, Chausson, Duparc,and Debussy Bloomington & London:Indiana U.P. 1980 402p, $25.00 (£15.00)ISBN 0-253-34075-6
This volume covers the complete melodies
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of the four selected composers, and isparticularly useful for its printing of thecomplete texts, together with translations.In addition, there is a commentary oneach song, written to assist performers. Ithink that I would have preferred thetranslations to be set opposite the originaltext, rather than split within the com-mentary; but performers will find thiscomprehensive survey invaluable.
Bruckner Jahrbuch 1980, herausgegebenvon Franz Grasberger Linz: Anton Bruck-ner Institut, 1980 189p OS 220 [avail-able from Akademische Druck, Graz]
In the same format as Anton Bruckner:Dokumente & Studien, this new year-book contains a variety of articles (includ-ing interesting studies on the frequencyof Bruckner performance), reviews ofbooks and records, a list of recent pub-lications, and a list of dissertations.
A.Craig Bell The Lieder of Brahms Dar-ley: The Grian-aig Press, 1979 137+xx p£5.70
This is an enthusiastic, song-by-song ac-count of Brahms' lieder output. Its differ-ent approach makes it a useful comple-ment to Eric Sams BBC Music Guide'Brahms Songs', which takes a broaderview. These songs seem somewhat out offashion at present, so I hope the author'sadvocacy will turn singers and listenerstowards them.
Natalie Bauer-Lechner Recollections ofGustav Mahler translated by Dika Newlin,edited and annotated by Peter Franklin.Faber Music, 1980 250p £8.95 ISBN 0-571-10025-2
Although one suspects that Mahler mayhave oversimplified (or even had histongue in his cheek) when talking to thissometimes naive young lady, her diariesare as near as we can get to a recordedinterview with him, so are of great inter-est. A new edition in English is thus mostwelcome. It is, though, a pity that Faber'sMahler books always need to be read withseveral fingers keeping ones place in avariety of sequences of notes; and it isvery odd that this translation is based on
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the German edition rather than the com-plete manuscript, which is owned by adistinguished Mahler scholar. Is theresome scholarly jealousy at work?
Norman Del Mar Mahler's sixth symphony— a study Eulenburg Books, 1980 153p£7.75 ISBN 0 903873 29 X
This is an unusual book, part analysis, parta commentary comparing the two versionsof the symphony. It is an approach that,by concentrating on the minutiae, perhapsgets closer to the music than the broaderstudies which can often appear to be try-ing to say in words what the composerchose to say in music. While particularlyuseful for conductors, all interested in theprocess of how the composer's conceptionfinds its way into performance will findthis book fascinating.
Igor Stravinsky 'Le Sacre du Printernps':dossier de presse reuni par Francois LesureGeneva: Minkoff, 1980 178p S.F.60.00ISBN 2-8266-0754-5
This is the first in an enterprising series re-printing reviews of the first performancesof certain important compositions in vari-ous musical centres throughout the world.The Rite of Spring probably had the mostnotorious premiere in musical history, sothis collection of reviews of performancesin Paris, London, St. Petersburg, Moscow,Philadelphia, Berlin etc., makes facinatingreading. They are reproduced from theoriginal documents; the publisher has notalways been able to obtain first-ratephotocopies from which to reprint, butall are legible. The fact that the seriesdoes not, as was originally intended, ap-pear with a IAML imprint does not reflecton its value; I strongly recommend sub-scription to the series, which continueswith Pierrot lunaire, Pelleas et Melisande,Otello, Wozzeck and Boris Godunov.
l&lban Berg Lulu... III Akt [Vocal score]Universal Edition, 1978 £26.00
When reviewing Friedrich Cerha's com-mentary to this edition last year, I expres-sed the hope that the published versionwould contain the translation by ArthurJacobs which was added to the hire copyI had seen. Alas, this is not the case

(though the publisher issues it in a bi-lingual libretto, £2.75). Universal havedone an excellent job making Act Ill visu-ally match Acts I and II: are pages 319-378 taken from the pre-war engraving?This is not the place for any musical dis-cussion, though it is worth drawing atten-tion to Perle's emendation of the cast list:he suggests that Der Bankier should doubleDer Medizinalrat and Der Professor ratherthan Der Theaterdirektor. It is excellentthat this vocal score is now available:when does the study score appear?
Bayan Northcott (editor) The music ofAlexander Goehr: interviews and articlesEulenburg, 1980 117p £5.95 ISBN 0901938 05 X
Composers of Goehr's standing often arethe subject of articles related to their newcompositions, but rarely reach the statusof having something sufficiently substan-tial to stand on the library shelf as aseparate physical object. These essays,some new, some reprints, usefully surveythe composer's range, and should help theinterested reader react to and understandthe music. A list of works, with timings,instrumentations and dates of premieres,is appended; it does not include minorbut published items such as the canons forTippett's 60th birthday or in memoriamStravinsky.
John Lade (editor) Building a library 2: alistener's guide to record collection Ox-ford U.P., 1980 170p £2.95 ISBN 0 19311327 9
Like vol.1 which came out last year, thisprints a selection of the talks broadcaston Saturday mornings throughout theyear. The oldest work discussed is Bach'sSt John Passion (1724), the most recentis Rubbra's tenth symphony of 1974,though nothing modern that a main-streamlistener would find unfamiliar is men-tioned. While there is not much choice ofversions for Brumel or Steve Reich, per-haps the BBC and OUP might offer theirpublicity to records that don't just pro-duce further versions of music alreadyeasily available. Apart from that generalgrouse, though, I can say that, on theaural evidence produced in the pro-grammes, the judgements here made seemsound.

B. K. Bucht (editor) NOMUS KatalogStockholm, 1979
NOMUS is a musical organization repre-senting the five Nordic countries: Den-mark, Finland, Iceland, Norway andSweden. This catalogue lists all sorts ofmusical bodies within its area. The mainlibraries are included, though not everylittle library that might contain somemusic. Other institutions include educa-tional bodies, orchestras, performingorganizations (both amateur and profes-sional), agents, publishers, etc., and a sur-prisingly large list of musical periodicals.It will be indispensable for anyone con-ducting musical business with Scandinavia.Amended pages will be circulated if theeditor is so requested; the format is loose-leafed, so these can easily be inserted. Itis available from NOMUS, Blasieholmstorg8, 5-111 48 Stockholm, Sweden.
L'interpretation de la musique classiquede Haydn d Schubert (Colloque inter-national, Evry, 13-15 octobre 1977) Min-koff, 1980 114p ISBN 2-82-835-012-1
The planners of this conference held bythe Fondation pour l'art et la recherchemade an excellent selection of speakersand topics. The contribution of players(Jaap Schroder, Hermann Baumann andRaymond Heylan) seemed a little super-ficial, but will be useful for those un-acquainted with performances on earlyinstruments. Robert D.Levin's analysisof Mozart's concerto form is important,and Walther Dila writes interestingly ofsome problems confronting the editor ofSchubert.
David S. Grover A history of the pianofrom 1709-1980 Omicron, 1980 16p£1.80
This is a useful little pamphlet, which des-cribes in not too technical a manner thedevelopment of the instrument, with dia-grams and illustrations. It is availablefrom Omicron Graphics Ltd, PublishingDivision, Sunderland House, SunderlandSt., Macclesfield, Cheshire SK11 6JL.
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Drew Page Drew's blues: a sideman's lifewith the big bands Baton Rouge & Lon-don: Louisiana State University Press,1980 226p $14.95/£8.95 ISBN 0-8071-0686-0
This is an entertaining autobiography offifty years playing in popular and jazzbands: it gives a vivid impression of thelife of a touring player. Books on life atthe top are common: this charts the ter-ritory below that.
Matthew G. Guntharp Learning the fid-dler's ways University Park & London:Pennsylvania State U.P., 1980 159p £8.25ISBN 0-271-00237-9 (Paperback: £4.65)
This is partly an instruction book, partlyan account of a particular traditionalstyle in central Pennsylvania. The latteraspect is more satisfactory; the instruc-tions assume that the reader is a completebeginner, yet are not clear enough to beself-sufficient.
Wilma Reid Cipolla A catalog of the worksof Arthur Foote, 1853-1937 (Bibliogra-phies in American Music, 6) Detroit:Information Coordinators, 1980 193p$17.50 ISBN 0-89990-000-3
Arthur Foote is hardly one of America'sbest known composers; I don't, in fact,recollect any of his works having been per-formed here, and only three have beenbroadcast since the BBC started its presentindex of broadcasts in 1962. His scores,however, have circulated to British lib-raries, since he had the good fortune tobe accepted by an efficient publisher,Arthur P. Schmidt. 305 works are listed,plus a considerable quantity of educationaleditions, some under the pseudonym ofFerdinand Meyer (a name also used by atleast seven other arrangers). The catalogueis a thorough piece of work, giving notonly biographical details but informationon performances, listing programme notes,and tracing relationships between piecesused in several works. There is an extensivebibliography, discography, and the usualindices. The only significant omission isthe instrumentation of orchestral works.

Clifford Bartlett
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NOTES AND NEWS
Congratulations to Ruth Davies on pass-ing Part 1 of her M.A. at Loughborough.She is now doing her dissertation forPart 2 on the history of the UK Branchof IAML.
The Exeter Conference Committee is Clif-ford Bartlett, Sue Clegg, Ruth Davies,David Horn, John May and Roger Taylor.The programme and booking informationis enclosed with this issue. Any queries onthe programme should be made to CliffordBartlett, on booking to David Horn, TheUniversity Library, Prince of Wales Rd.,Exeter EX4 4PT. We hope in particularthat the Monday morning session 'In de-fence of the public music library' will behelpful to all librarians who are findingtheir very existence under question. Thenext issue of BRIO will carry a full report.
The Executive has been in contact with anumber of MPs about IAML and musiclibraries in general.
A joint IAML/Association of British Orch-estras course is planned for 1981. This isfor orchestral librarians and for music lib-rarians involved with orchestral material.
Photocopying. It has been brought to theattention of the Executive that somepublishers have been charging excessiveamounts when giving permission to photo-copy. The secretary has written to theMusic Publishers' Association on thematter.
Non-printed music in Britain: a reportis published by the Music BibliographyGroup (ISBN 0 906739 004; £1.00).Written by Martin Kingsbury of FaberMusic in collaboration with Patrick Mills,Alan Pope and Elizabeth Yeoman, it re-commends that the Arts Council makesgrants available to publishers for publica-tion of scores, that it initiate discussionwith the British Library on the develop-ment of the British Music InformationCentre, and that the British Library in-vestigate the establishment of specialreference centres within the public lib-rary system and the application of micro-fiche to musical material.

The second edition of MARC Manual,published earlier this year, incorporatesthe enhancements for music recommendedby a subcommittee of the Music Biblio-graphy Group. The format will be usedby the British Library from January 1981.
The Music Publishers Association hopethat their microfiche Music in Print willbe published next spring. Further detailswill be printed in our next issue.
The Polytechnic of North London has ap-pointed a research assistant to look at thecoverage of the existing national musicbibliographies, following on a suggestionby IAML that, with the publication of anISBD for printed music, international co-operation in music bibliographies shouldbe considered.
David Clark, Central Library, Westgate,Oxford OX1 1DJ has a considerable rangeof odd issues of periodicals for disposal.Anyone interested should contact him orClifford Bartlett, who has a copy of a listof what is available.
Anyone desiring a set of the last 30 yearsof The Gramophone is invited to contactCatherine Pinion at the Central Library,Sheffield (0742 734711).
The Arts Council of Eire is circulating aconvenient folder of leaflets on modernIrish composers. It is available from TheArts Council, 70 Merrion Square, Dublin2, Ireland.
The report Music and the British Library(printed in our last issue) was submittedto the House of Commons Standing Com-mittee, and has been included as Appendix8 in the Fourth Report from the Educa-tion Science and Arts Committee, Session1979-80: Information storage and retrie-val in the British Library service (HMSO,House of Commons Paper 767-409 I toIV, £6.80).
ISBD(PM) is now published; it is availablefrom IFLA, International Office of theU.B.C., c/o Reference Division, BritishLibrary, Great Russell St, WC1B 3DG.

IAML UK BRANCH MEETINGS 1981

Wednesday 7th January
Central Library, HaringeyHigh Road, Wood Green, London N22

4.00pm Tour of the library, followed by tea
6.00pm Jill Spence describes the current activity of RIdIM (the cat-aloguing of the musical content of works of art).

The new Haringey central library is next to a fine shoppingcentre (which patronises music — there was a jazz band play-ing last time I shopped there), situated just south of WoodGreen station (Piccadilly Line). Work on RIdIM in Englandstarted with a concentration on musical portraits, but is nowexpanding.
Please notify Clifford Bartlett by Christmas if you wish to attend.

Wednesday 28th January
EMI Record FactoryUxbridge Road, Hayes, Middlesex

2.00pm Meet at factory entrance.
Please notify Clifford Bartlett by Christmas if you wish to come.

Wednesday 18th February
Royal Northern College of Music124 Oxford Road, Manchester M13 9RD

2.00pm The new IAML catalogues — periodicals and orchestral sets:how they were compiled, what they cover, how to use them.Anthony Hodges and Brian Redfern and others involved willtalk about them, answer questions and lead discussion. Lunchis available at 1.00pm. The RNCM library may be inspectedbefore or after the meeting.Please notify Anthony Hodges at the RNCM by 11th February.
(Order form for the catalogues is enclosed with this issue. It is essential that an ade-quate number of pre-publication orders are received if the orchestral catalogue is tobe printed. Please make sure that your library has ordered it. If you can distributeadverts and order forms to your library users, please contact Clifford Bartlett orBrian Redfern.)



SERGE PROKOREFF
the original authentic edition

As successors to .Prokofieff's original publisher, S.& N. Koussevitzky, Boosey & Hawkes arethe proprietors of the titles here listed in all territories of the Berne Copyright Convention.For prices and information as to availability of individual titles on hire etc., please applyto the address below. A complete catalogue of Prokofieff's works is also available.
Op. 5/48 Sinfonietta in A (1909/1914)Op. 6 DreamsOp. 8 Autumnal SketchOp. 9 Two Poems for Voice and PianoOp. 15 Ballade for Cello and PianoOp. 16 Piano Concerto No.2 in G MinorOp. 18 The Ugly Duckling (Le Vilain Petit Canard)Op. 19 Violin Concerto No.1 in DOp. 20 Scythian Suite (Ala et Lolly)Op. 21 Chout (Le Bout fon) BalletOp. 22 Visions FugitivesOp. 23 Cinq PoesiesOp. 24 The Gambler — OperaOp. 25 Classical Symphony (Symphonie Classique)Op. 26 Piano Concerto No.3 in COp. 27 Cinq Poesies d'Anna AkhmatovaOp. 28 Piano Sonata No.3 in A MinorOp. 29 Piano Sonata No.4 in C MinorOp. 30 Seven They are Seven (Akkadian Incantation)CantataOp. 31 Tales of the Old Grandmother (Contes de laVieille Grand'rnere)Op. 32 Four Pieces 1. Danza2. Minuetto3. Gavotte4. WaltzOp. 33 The Love of Three Oranges — OperaOp. 34 Overture on Hebrew ThemesOp. 35 Five Songs Without WordsOp. 36 Cinq Poesies de C. BalmontOp. 37 The Fiery Angel (L'Ange du Feu)Op. 38 Piano Sonata No.5 in COp. 39 Quintet in G MinorOp. 40 Symphony No.2 in D MinorOp. 41 Le Pas d'Acier — balletOp. 42 Overture in 13 17Op. 43 DivertimentoOp. 44 Symphony No. 3 in C Minor

Op. 45 Chose en SoiOp. 46 The Prodigal Son (L'Enfant Prodigue) — BalletOp. 47 Symphony No.4 in COp. 49 Four PortraitsOp. 50 String Quartet No.1 in B MinorOp. 51 On the Dnieper (Sur le Borysthene) — BalletOp. 52. Six Morceaux a. Intermezzob. Rondoc. Etuded. Scherzinoe. Andantef. ScherzoOp. 54 Two SonatinasOp. 55 Piano Concerto No.5 in GOp. 56 Sonata for Two Violins in COp. 57 Chant SymphoniqueOp. 58 Cello Concerto in E MinorOp. 59 Three Pieces a. Promenadeb. Paysagec. Sonatina PastoraleOp. 60 Lieutenant KijeOp. 61 Nuits d'EgypteOp. 62 PenseesOp. 63 Violin Concerto No.2 in G MinorOp. 65 Music for Children (Musiques d'Enfants)Op. 65 bis. A Summer DayOp. 72 Overture RusseOp. 77 Quatrierne Gavotte
Without Opus Number:Deux Chansons Russes (Paris 1931)a. Plainteb. Les Aubiers
ArrangementsValses de Schubert — Piano SoloPreluile et Fugue pour Orgue de Buxtehude — Piano SoloOp. 125 Sinfonia Concertante (version of Op. 581)0o8Eyma

Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Limited295 Regent Street. London W1R 8JH.Telephone 01-580 2060__........... -  — -

1614444 Siege acsoll'it11411
• SUPPLIERS OF GRAMOPHONE RECORDSto, UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE & PUBLIC LIBRARIES.ALSO PRIVATE COLLECTORS!

As there now seems to be an ever increasing demand for Jazz, Folk andBlues records, may we take this opportunity of introducing you to a recordmail order service specialising in these fields.
In recent years we have been supplying many libraries up and down thecountry and we have come to realize that our specialised knowledge and areliable service is most welcome.
It now seems that many librarians have found themselves having to dealwith a subject about which they have little first hand knowledge orexperience, and in such a situation 'our service has proved invaluable.However, should you already have a member of your staff who is familiarwith the subject, we feel sure that our advice on the availability of Jazz andBlues records would be useful. As an associate company cf Dobells JazzRecord Shops, London (Est. 1946), we are in a position to offer items froma stock devoted exclusively to these subjects and also draw upon their expertknowledge and advice.

RECOMMENDED RECORDINGS
From issues known to be currently available, a list of recommended items canbe supplied in accordance with your particular requirements, and fundsavailable.
This list contains items of 'major importance or if preferred may be based onselected recordings by 'major artists'; or compiled to any specification yourequire.
Alternatively, because of the wide variaton in prices, we will be pleased tosupply a Pro-Forma Invoice on request.ABATEc=3ciazow Emma

IN ASSOCIATION WITH DOBELLS JAZZ AND BLUES SHOPS75 CHAR ING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, VVC2H OAA, ENGLANDTelephone: 01-437 6733



JOHN MAY

AY
LAURIE MAY

New, Secondhand and Antiquarian Booksellers

Specialists in Books on Music, Musicians and related subjects
Suppliers of Out-of-Print Music and Books

to the musical profession

5 Hotham Road,
London, SWI5 IQN
England.
TELEPHONE 01-788 9730

ARE YOU A
MUSIC LIBRARI

The Cramer's Music Library Service is specially tailored
,to meet your needs.
* Ability to obtain any music in print.
* A special Music Binding service.
* A showroom at which librarians are welcome to peruse.
* Quarterly Bulletin describing new music publicaffons and basic repertoire

lists covering all aspects of music.
* Special library discount.

It is these factors which have helped maintain Cramers as the major Music
Library suppliers since 1929.
For further information, please contact Maureen Holder or Clive Russell at

A

J.B. CRAMER & Co. Ltd.,
99 St. Martin's Lane,
London WC2N 4AZ

Tel: 01-240 1612


